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Yazsoft announces new 2010 Affiliate Program offering 20%
Published on 01/04/10
Yazsoft today is happy to announce a new affiliate program for 2010. If you like any of
our software and would like to earn a healthy side income selling them, you can. The
formula is very simple; the more you sell, the more you make. This program is open to
anyone that is interested. Affiliates receives 20% of all revenue generated. The affiliate
program includes all the applications and software bundles found on our secure Kagi
store.
Chicago, Illinois - After much thought and consideration, Yazsoft today is happy to
announce a new affiliate program for 2010. If you like any of our software and would like
to earn a healthy side income selling them, you can. The formula is very simple; the more
you sell, the more you make.
This program is open to anyone that is interested.
Affiliates receives 20% of all revenue generated.
The affiliate program includes all the applications and software bundles found on our
secure Kagi store.
* Speed Download
* Playback
* ShareTool
* All the bundles
Getting started is very easy:
1) Visit Kagi and sign up as a "new supplier." Signing up with Kagi is completely free and
carries no monthly minimums. Kagi does not require affiliates to set up an online store.
2) After signing up with Kagi, simply email us your @kagi name.
Once we receive this info, we'll get you started promptly.
Why are we doing this?
Over the past years, many people asked if they could sell our software. At the time, we
were not prepared for such accommodations. Fortunately, after a lot of hard work and
organizing we are happy to provide this for anyone interested. We hope to meet and
establish healthy relationships with many more great people.
Yazsoft:
http://www.yazsoft.com
Sign up with Kagi:
http://www.kagi.com
Speed Download Info:
http://yazsoft.com/products/speed-download/information/
Playback Info:
http://yazsoft.com/products/playback/information/
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ShareTool info:
http://yazsoft.com/products/sharetool/information/

The Yazsoft team came together in 2001 to develop software expressly for the Mac platform.
With an emphasis on total customer satisfaction, Yazsoft makes up a development team of 5
professionals, each responsible for coding, marketing, and total customer support. As
Yazsoft's spotlight product, Speed Download is regularly updated to ensure optimal
performance at all times. Copyright (C) 2001-2008 Yazsoft. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the
Apple logo, are registered trademarks of Apple Computer in the U.S. and/or other
countries.
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